A new Divinity Library research guide directs users to a variety of print and electronic resources for the study of American religious history. Created by Josh Panos, MAR ’22, this guide highlights the rich diversity of religious experience in the Americas from the colonial period to the present. In addition to reference works, databases, and journals, it also lists digital humanities projects and digital archival collections.

The motto of Lingnan University, “For God, for China, and for Lingnan,” was modeled after that of Yale University, “For God, for Country, and for Yale,” which Henry Durand, a member of Yale College Class of 1881, created as part of a rallying cry in his ballad. This online exhibit reveals how generations of Lingnanians, both Chinese and
American at various levels, have served Chinese society despite a series of political and social turmoil in China during the 20th century.
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